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SIR, Englacial debris in glaciers 

In the June ' 970 issue of the Journal of Glaciology, Boulton ( , 970) extends his d etailed observations 
from Svalbard to suggest as a generalization " that many polar and sub-pola r glaciers, such as those of 
Svalbard, Greenland, Baffin Island, etc., carry very considerable amounts of englacial debris derived 
from the glacier bed . .. ". 

Over the course of 10 years I have studied , both in the field and on air photographs, glaciers and ice 
caps throughout the entire region of Baffin Island and I have very little hesitation in concluding that 
Boulton's generalization is in fact incorrect, as far as the glaciers and ice caps on Baffin I sland are 
concerned. A majority of the glaciers would have to be classified as " clean" and in many cases, away 
from the terminal area, the till / ice contact is sharp and there is no evidence of incorporation of the basal 
till into the ice. Obviously, a la rge number of glaciers do h ave a surface-abla tion till in the region of 
their snouts and this grades frequently into one or more ice-cored moraines. However, in such cases, 
as is well known in the literature, the surficial debris is thin (less than 0.5 m), the amount of debris 
per unit volume of ice is very small and the ice-cored moraines a re, by volume, 95% ice. This in itself 
still m ight indicate a moderately rapid supply of debris but one has to take into account at this point 
the velocity of glacial movement and also the chronology. Studies on a number of glaciers throughout 
eastern Baffin Isla nd indicate th a t the ice-cored moraines commonly represent successive events through
out the N eoglacial, that is, the outer ones are dated a bout 4 000 and the inner ones about 300 years B.P. 

This, combined with general low veloci ties, suggests that the debris cover, such as it is, has taken a long 
time to accumulate. 

These observations in no way a lter Boulton 's thesis on the Svalbard situation but they do suggest 
that his generalization is perhaps not valid. 
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SIR, Englacial debris in glaciers: reply to the comments of Dr J. T . Andrews 

Andrews' ( 197 ' ) commen ts do not invalidate my generalization that there is a considerable "contrast 
between the englacial debris load of tempera te and polar glaciers". Although I admit that Baffin 
I sland glaciers may transport less englacial debris than many glaciers in Spitsbergen (some in Spitsbergen 
are clearly simila r to those in Baffin Island), I believe that their englacial debris content still contras ts 
markedly with tha t of temperate glaciers. Goldthwait's (195 1) description of a 32 km stretch of the 
m argin of the Barnes I ce Cap bears this out. H e described the ice up to 30.5 or 6 1 m above the glacier 
toe as " layered with myriads of dirt-filled thin fractures striking rough ly para llel to the ice edge .. . the 
dirt fi lling ... is from 1/ 100 inch to I inch [0.25 to 25-4 mm] thick ... small pebbles and even large 
boulders are occasionally seen" . This description, together with his p lates 1 B and 2A, and figu res 2 and 
3, and other descriptions such as those of W ard ( 1952) and even Andrews' comments, are sufficient to 
convin ce m e of the difference between the mode of debris transport in Baffin Island and that of temperate 
glaciers tha t I have studied in the Alps, Norway and I celand. T hese latter generally transport sub
glacia lly derived debris in a basal layer rarely more than 5-10 cm thick (exceptionally 1 m thick) . 
Above this there is a virtual absence of subglacia lly derived debris at levels comparable to those in which 
such debris appears to be carried in, for insta nce, the Barnes I ce Cap (apart from rela tively rare wedges 
of basal debris which have been thrust up along undoubted fault planes) . Andrews' assessment of 5% 
englacial debris con tent for ice-cOl'ed moraines in Baffin Island itself serves to accentuate this con trast. 
I would estima te this is at least one or two orders of magnitude greater than the subglacially derived 
debris content of temperate ice above the basal zone. The thickness of supraglacia l till overlying dead 
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